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FELLOWSHIP REPORT FOR THE YEAR 2008-09 

 

 
 

SUMMARY OF FELLOWSHIP EVENTS 
 

1. 19.07.2008 - 4TH AGM - RAIN DANCE  

2. 27.07.2008 - SPORTS FELLOWSHIP  
3. 21.09.2008 - SOCIAL - OLYMPICS IN JUNGLE  
4. 7TH, 8TH, 9TH OCTOBER 2008 - DISCO DANDIYA DHAMAAL  
5. 25.10.2008 - CASINO NIGHT  

6. 07.11.2008 - SOCIAL - DIWALI MILAN  
7. 08.11.2008 - MEN’S COOKOUT  
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8. 10.11.2008 - WINE & DINE BLUE CHILLIES  
9. 13.11.2008 - MOVIE GOLMAL RETURNS  
10. 16th,17th SEPTEMBER 2008 - INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP - A 

RENDEZVOUS WITH AUSTRIAN TABLERS 

11. 10.12.2008 - CHARTER DAY CELEBRATION  
12. 25.12.2008 - TWINKLER’S CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS  
13. 30.12.2008 - INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP - NISHOL TEWARY & 

FAMILY (NORTH DURBAN ROUND TABLE 184, SOUTH AFRICA) VISIT 

TO BHILWARA  
14. 31.12.2008 - NEW YEAR’S CELEBRATION  
15. 18.01.2009 - INTER CLUB COMPETITION - MOOD INDIGO  
16. 28.01.2009 - TOYLAND FELLOWSHIP FOR TWINKLERS  

17. 14.02.2009 - VALENTINE’S DAY  
18. 19.02.2009 - FELLOWSHIP WITH LCI PRESIDENT  
19. 05.04.2009 - FELLOWSHIP WITH JAIPUR TABLERS  
20. 20.04.2009 - SOCIAL - THE IPL SOCIAL – RTPL 2009  

21. 25.04.2009 - SOCIAL - FELLOWSHIP WITH AVC TR. MUNSHI 
22. 02.05.2009 – UDAIPUR INAUGRATION 

23. 12.06.2009 – FELLOWSHIP T20 WORLD CUP 

 

4TH AGM - RAIN DANCE - 19.07.2008 

The first fellowship of the year started with a WET and WILD RAIN DANCE after 
the formal AGM was over. Visiting Tablers from Jaipur added to the fun and masti. 
While the dance was on Tr. Anil IPC BURT 184 and Cr. Vasudha IPC BULC 96 
presented the Tabling and Circling awards for the year gone by. Tr. Anil and Cr. 
Vasudha also presented momentos to all the tablers and circlers as a 
remembrance which was a laminated photo of each couple with one of their finest 
tabling/circling moment of the year. 

Visiting Tablers Present: 
1. Tr. Tarun Bansal 
2. Tr. Sanjay Porwal 
3. Tr. Ashish Nagar 
4. Tr. Pawan Singhal 
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SPORTS FELLOWSHIP – 27.07.2008 
 
First Fellowship event organized at Mukhija Farm on 27th July, 2008. “SPORTS 
FELLOWSHIP”, Table Tennis, Hockey and Water Polo were played. 

 

  
 

 
 

   
 

Our Fellowship Convenor Tr. Anshul Garg was thrown into the Pool with his 
clothes. 
 
SOCIAL - OLYMPICS IN JUNGLE – 21.09.2008 
 
“Olympics in Jungle” social hosted by Tigers - Pushpendra Beswal and Rajeev 
Mukhija, Tigress Nameeta Beswal and Minal Mukhija and Cubs Rohan and Yash 
Mukhija, Keshav and Kriti Beswal in the deep jungles of rajasthan, at Mukhija farm.  
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The invite to the Social was very suggestive of the theme and prepared with lot of 
efforts. The elephant with OLYMPIC symbol Tattooed on its back was having a 
light snack before THE DAY. 
 

  
 
The Site for the Mega Event “Olympics in Jungle” was prepared keeping in mind 
the likes & dislikes of animals. 
 

 
 
The Dress Code was Green, Brown or Animal Print. Anything to do with the Jungle. 
Some innovative ones used Camouflage also. 
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For all the tiger, tigress and cub participants, a Jeep at the entrance covered with 
hay and grass was ready to take them in the dense jungle for a sumptuous hunt, 
as the jungle was full of flora and fauna. 
 

  
 
There was a walking trail in the Jungle where the visiting tiger, tigress and cub 
participants were greeted by resident ones with a little surprise. 
 

  
 
As soon as the safari hunt got over the “Tigers” were made Tarzans and the 
“Tigresses” were made Jungle Queens, as they were made to wear a waist band 
and a crown of wild leaves. Tiger Pushpendra and Rajiv lit the Olympic Torch and 
all the Tarzans and Jungle Queens followed the Tigers. Then started the series of 
sports events. There was shot-put, kangaroo race, garland race, hoopla, three 
legged race, hoopla & feed the tiger for twinklers and high jump. 
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The first sporting event of the day was Shot-put. The participant had to throw a 
coconut as far as he/she could. The distance was measured to judge the winner. 
 

  
 
The second event for the day was Kangaroo Race. Tablers were asked to get into 
sacks at the starting line. Their wives had to hold them from behind and then both 
had to hop their way to the finishing line. 
 

 
 
The third event for the day was the Garland Race. Tablers had to run from the 
starting point to the other end where their respective wives were waiting to Garland 
them and then both the Husband and Wife had to return to the starting point 
holding each other’s hands. 
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The fourth event for the day was Hoopla. The Husband and wife together had to 
get through a hoopla ring. The couple that managed to get through the ring 
maximum number of times in a minute was adjudged the winner. 
 

 
 
The fifth event for the day was Three Legged Race. One leg each of the Tabler 
and his wife were tied together. The couple had to get to the finishing line 
synchronizing their movement. 
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There were two games for twinklers, Feed the Tiger, the twinklers had to aim small 
animals into the mouth of the tiger. Hoopla, twinklers had to get through the hoopla 
ring as many times as possible in half a minute. 
 

  
 
The last sporting event for the day was High Jump. Couples had to jump over the 
rope holding hands. There were a lot of innovative ideas tried during the event, one 
of the tablers tried holding his wife in both arms and putting her across the rope, 
one of the wives tried using her husband’s back as a step to jump over the rope, 
but these ideas only helped one partner to cross the rope and the other would be 
stuck. It was great fun and the couples thoroughly enjoyed themselves even after 
complaining of being tired at the start of this last sporting event. 
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After the sporting events were over the prizes were announced and the winners 
were awarded Gold Medals. There was one Gold medal for each participant to be 
taken home as a souvenir and many more for the winners. 
 

  
 

 
 
After the prize distribution as can be seen from the empty medal tray above, the 
participants gathered for Group photographs (Tablers, Circlers and Twinklers) 
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Thereafter started the wild wine, dine and dance sequence, 
everyone loosened up their tired muscles by dancing Bhilwara 
Style right upto 2:00 A.M. Considering that the Social started at 
6:00 PM it was a Marathon of 8 Hrs of SUPER FELLOWSHIP. 

 
DISCO DANDIYA DHAMAAL - 7TH, 8TH, 9TH OCTOBER 2008 
 

 
 

THE MONTH STARTED WITH GREAT BANGS OF DANDIYAS AND 
BURT & BULC WERE IN NO MOOD OF BEING LEFT BEHIND 
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The Beautiful Invitation to the DISCO DANDIYA DHAMAL prepared by Cr. 
Rashmi Garg. 
 

  
 

The mood is all high… 
As the dholes go musical and our 

Hearts fly…! 
The dance floor is all heated… 

As the dandiya tunes go beated!! 
The feeling is all charismatic…. 
As the delicacies go ecstatic!!! 

 
The above lines would certainly describe the passion for dandiya during the 
Navratras. We had pre-party sessions on the 7th and 8th where we learned to  
synchronize the steps of traditional Garbha and Dandiya dance forms, (courtesy 
our in house dance master Cr. Krishna Rathi) with Modern Disco (which most of us 
were familiar with) at Mukhija Farm. 
 
The GRAND FINALE was on the 9th at Tr. Anshul Garg’s farm at Bhadali Khera. It 
was fun dancing to the tunes of MODERN TECHNO GARBHA RAS REMIX 
MUSIC from Bollywood. Twinklers had the most fun as they could dance to their 
innovative steps.  
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Three days of continuous Disco and Dandiya left a deep mark on all of us, as we 
were humming the tunes for a very long time after the Navratras were over. 
 
 
CASINO NIGHT – 25.10.2008 

 
 
THE GREAT GAMBLER! Tablers and Circlers tried their hands at Gambling – 
Casino Style. We had Cards and Roulette. Groups were made, some sat down to 
play the traditional Teen Patti, the other more innovative ones wanted to try the 
Roulette. We had a very encouraging banker at the Roulette Tr. Sandeep Rathi. 
The shouting, screaming and fun at the Roulette attracted even the most devoted 
of Teen Patti Players as the time passed. In the end there was only one group and 
everyone was playing Roulette. Our encouraging Banker at the very end made one 
bold move and asked all players to put their stakes on numbers. He turned out to 
be the biggest Gambler of the Day as the Bank had no more tokens left. 
Fortunately for the bank and the banker there were no winners for the last bet and 
the bank was full. The entire proceeds were transfered to Charity and the 
Fellowship event also became a Fund Raiser.  
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The night ended with lovely dinner and fireworks to celebrate the coming 
Diwali. 

 
SOCIAL - DIWALI MILAN – 07.11.2008 
 
From the very first word ‘Go’…. The ‘Deepawali Milan’ social organized by Trs. 
Ankur Nahar, Manoj Kamaliya and Crs. Neha Nahar and Abhilasha Kamaliya was 
dazzling with a riot of colors and lights. By the invitation card itself one got the 
impression how much thought and effort went in making the social a special event. 
The highlight amongst other things was the invitation extended to parents of the 
tablers for the very first time. 
 

 
 

Hosts :Tr. Manoj, Cr. Abhilasha, Cr. Neha & Tr. Ankur 
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Invite 
 
The dress code complimented the occasion as the men had to dress up in kurta 
pajama and the ladies in the traditional heavy saris.   
 

 
 
Deepawali Milan social started by welcoming of the guests by putting tikas, 
garlands and aarti. Despite the chill in the air, the warmth could be felt. Since the 
venue was the garden of the society ‘Sajjan Villas’, all the 40 villas were 
glittering with lights and it did not seem that Diwali had passed 5 days ago. All 
the 40 Villas were decorated for the Social. It was a sight that could be seen 
from half a Kilometer away. Tablers and Parents were absolutely amazed. 
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The garden was sprawled with nicely decorated tables and much detailing was 
taken care of. Names of every family were written on the tables with glitters. 
So much so, that every diya lit on the table were hand painted. 
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The games played were also entertaining and planned with keeping parents in 
mind. The first game called ‘Jua Jui’ was an adaptation from the rituals of 
marriage, in which 4 members of each family (including parents) had to pick out 
alphabets from big container full of milk and water and had to form the words 
‘Happy Diwali’. 
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Jua Jui was followed by a variation of antakshari. A chit had to be picked up by 
every family and within a minute the family which sang maximum numbers of 
songs having the word pulled out in the chit would win. 
 

 
 

  
 
After antakshari we played Housie which again was a variation of the normal 
housie. The numbers were hidden in the story which was written by the hosts and 
hostesses. Needless to mention the characters in the story were the tablers and 
the circlers. After a long time we all had a good story session and it was far better 
than any of the movies of recent time. 
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After the winners were awarded for the above mentioned games we all gathered to 
play a round of speed game. This was to check the agility of the parents and the 
sensibilities of the tablers and circlers as it was a DRY SOCIAL for the first time in 
the history of BURT. The hosts made sure that no one was left out and everyone 
present got an award. 
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Since it was a Deepawali Milan social it could not have been complete without the 
crackers and the hosts made sure of that. The dishes also crackled with a fever of 
diwali and the placards read as ‘chakri paratha, mirchi bomb, halwa rocket, 
crackling corn palak, paneer patakha etc.’ 
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The comments of all the parents were a huge compliment for the organizers. They 
heartily and warmly showered their blessings. They were very appreciative that for 
the first time all the parents, tablers and circlers met and got to know each 
other.  
 

 
 

  
 

The uniqueness and the warmth of this social will be remembered for a very long 
time. Hosts Tr. Ankur & Cr. Neha Nahar and Tr. Manoj & Cr. Abhilasha Kamalia did 
a fantastic job. The efforts and creativity that was involved in this unque social is an 
example for all of us to follow. 
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MEN’S COOKOUT – 08.11.2008 
 

It was that time of the year when the tablers happily become chefs to prove their 
culinary expertise. And it happens only once in a year, on Men’s Cook Out day, 
which was on the 8th November, at Mukhija house. 
 

 
 
The menu could give a run for their money to all the biggies in the field of F & B but 

here we just wanted to make an impression on the circlers, and to prove to them  
 

that even can cook. 
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There was everything from starters, cocktails, mocktails, main course and 
desert. A night fit for the queen, prince and princess. Since there were only 
circlers and twinklers the tablers took little liberty in the ingredients and 
preparations and made the food palatable. 
 

 
 
The Menu for the Night: 
Cocktail Snacks 
Vegetable Pakoras 
Tandoori Paneer 
Starters 
Sandwiches 
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Mini Idli 
Eggs to order 
(Omelet, fried, scramble, boiled) 
Continental  
 Huancian  
Main Course 
Dal Dum Pukt 
Dum Aloo  
Raita 
Rice Rack 
Hyderabadi Biryani 
Breads 
Tawa Roti 
Paratha 
Desserts 
Malpua 
Egg Halwa  
 
Firangi Pani 
Old Monk Rum 
Smirnoff 
Antiquity 
 
Limca 
Pepsi 
Lemonade 
 

  
 
Ummmm menu brings water again in my mouth…..SLRUUUUPP. No doubt the 
circlers & twinklers were licking their fingers and the utensils & the need to 
wash the utensils was not required. The only thing in demand from the ladies after 
the sumptuous meal was, the recipe and that the men’s cook out should be done 
once a month. 
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Well, the men’s cook out, no doubt gets the best chef out of the tablers and it also 
lands us in trouble too, with such an elaborate menu, no circlers want to go in the 
kitchen, the twinklers, when hungry only remember there fathers. And why not, all 
the great chefs in the world are men. 
 

  
 

Last but not the least Dancing Chef’s. 
 
WINE & DINE BLUE CHILLIES – 10.11.2008 
 
After the cooking and all the hard work on a Saturday Night it was time for a treat. 
On the 10th OF November the RTI Week DAY 4 we had a WINE and DINE only 
party at BLUE CHILLIES restaurant. It was a fun filled gathering with lots of jokes, 
stories shared by all. 

 
MOVIE GOLMAL RETURNS – 13.11.2008 

 
The fourth Fellowship event of RTI Week was MOVIE TIME on DAY 7. Tablers, 
Circlers and Twinklers set out to watch the Movie GOLMAL RETURNS. The 
company we shared was definitely more fun than the movie itself. 
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INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP - A RENDEZVOUS WITH 
AUSTRIAN TABLERS - (16th,17th SEPT,08, VIENNA, AUSTRIA) 
 
Tr. Anil Ladha visited Austria in September. This is what he had to say, 

 
The power of the prefix tabler is what I got to see when I visited Austria with my 
family a couple of days back. A mail or two that I sent at the last moment with 
hardly any expectations led to people calling me even before I landed in Austria 
and the result was meeting tablers from three different tables almost 13 in number. 
There were others who had volunteered to meet me but could not do so because 
of the last minute changes in my itinerary. 
 
It was a privilege to meet the President of Round Table Austria Tr. Gerald 
Stubenberger and also to attend the business meeting of Austria Table 40. It was a 
pleasure meeting the tablers of Table 32 and that too at the Museum Quartier in a 
Beatles Concert. 
 
What is commendable is the spirit of these people and their commitment to tabling. 
The little that I could understand in the limited time that I spent with them really left 
me thinking. It was indeed inspiring and a joy to be with these people who are truly 
making a difference. 
 
These few tabling hours of my Austria trip are moments that I will cherish forever 
and urge you all to make an effort to meet up with fellow tablers whenever you are 
travelling abroad or within the country. 

 

  
 
CHARTER DAY CELEBRATION – 10.12.2008 
 
Tablers got together for Charter Day Celebration on Charter’s Day Eve on 10th 
December at Hotel Landmark. It was a stag party and we remembered our Four 
years of Tabling Journey. It has been a wonderful experience. 
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TWINKLER’S CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS – 25.12.2008 
 
An Evening with Santa…..!!! Undoubtedly a memorable evening with tons of Fun 
Games for Twinklers, loads of mouth-watering cakes n cookies with endless Santa 
goodies. 

  
 

  
 

  
 

INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP - NISHOL TEWARY & FAMILY 
(NORTH DURBAN ROUND TABLE 184, SOUTH AFRICA) VISIT TO 
BHILWARA UNITED ROUND TABLE 184 – 30.12.2008 
 
Drink with your left hand or get drunk! Buffalo… When in South Africa, as a rule, if 
you are seen drinking with your right hand, then you drink to empty the glass in 
hand of whatever contents at a go (Bottoms Up). It was pleasure to have the entire 
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Tewary family – Tr. Nishol, his wife - Sherly and  daughter - Aliya from Round 
Table South Africa North Durban 184 visit Bhilwara. They arrived in the evening 
and had put up at Tr. Ranjan and Cr. Meenu Beswal’s house. In the very short time 
they spent, we showed them our school project at Barsoliya and had a good 
evening of fellowship at Tr Manish Ladha’s residence. We spent the evening 
exchanging ideas, views, traditions and cultures of both countries.  Pins and flags 
were exchanged during the evening which went on to late hours in the night. The 
Tewary family left back to Jaipur early in the morning with a promise to return to 
our city for a longer duration soon. We are very thankful to them for travelling this 
far to visit us. The Circlers discovered that NDRT had no Circle and words of 
encouragement were given to Sherly to initiate a Circle there. We don’t mind the 
contact meets perhaps through the internet?! Tr. Nishol also forwarded us an 
invitation from the Round Table 184’s across the world to attend the World 184 
meet in Germany later this year. We hope we can be a part of this event and make 
many more friends across nations. 

 

  
 

  
 

NEW YEAR’S CELEBRATION – 31.12.2008 
 
The Tablers and Circlers of BURT and BULC got together at Tr. Rajeev Mukhija 
House for a fun filled New Year Party. A Joint Mega Celebration since the Tablers 
n Circlers came dressed like Rockstars, with Grand Décor and scrumptious menu 
‘n’ party till 5 AM on the 1st of January. Truly a great way to bid the Year 2008 a 
Perfect Goodbye. 
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INTER CLUB COMPETITION - MOOD INDIGO - 18.01.2009 
 
BURT and BULC participated in the Inter Club Competition “Mood Indigo” 
organized by UNESCO Mahila Manch, Bhilwara on the 18th of January. Eight 
NGO’s of Bhilwara participated in this Inter Club Activity. BURT and BULC 
participated in all four categories of the event. BURT and BULC won the second 
prize in Stage Play “Bad effects of watching Television in excess”. This event apart 
from being a good fellowship exercise also generated publicity for BURT and 
BULC. 

 
The four categories were, Collage making, Stage play, Group Dance and Antaksri. 
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TOYLAND FELLOWSHIP FOR TWINKLERS – 28.01.2009 
 
A Toyland Fellowship was organized for the Twinklers on the 28th January at Tr. 
Rajeev Mukhija’s Residence. The Twinklers had great fun in this fantasy land. 
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VALENTINE’S DAY – 14.02.2009 
 
A Fellowship Event was long due so what could have been a better occasion to 
plan one than 14th Feb - Valentine’s Day. Love was in the air. BURT and BULC 
got together for this Valentine Social at Tr. Pushpendra Beswal’s residence. The 
dress code was Red and Black. 
 

 
 

 
 

Chocolates and Cakes were the highlight of the MENU and were part of every 
course of the sumptuous meal. 
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Instead of Musical Chair we had Musical Tablers. Of course the Tablers were not 
singing, they were just standing in place of the chairs. 

 

  
 

The Dance Floor 
 

  
 

FELLOWSHIP WITH LCI PRESIDENT – 19.02.2009 
 
BURT and BULC organized a Dinner Fellowship at Blue Chillies Retaurant in 
Bhilwara on 19th February to Welcome Ladies Circle India President Cr. Uma 
Raghuraman. Lot of ideas were exchanged at the dinner between Cr. Uma and the 
Tablers and Circlers of Bhilwara. 
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FELLOWSHIP WITH JAIPUR TABLERS – 05.04.2009 
 
Tr. Sidharth Mansinghka met Tr. Ashish Nagar and Tr. Abhishek of JHRT 185 on 
5th April at Blue Chilies restaurant in Bhilwara. They were on their way to Jaipur 
after conducting a contact meet at Udaipur. 
 
THE IPL SOCIAL – RTPL 2009 – 20.04.2009 
 
The hosts lived up to the true spirit of the IPL. The uncertainty of the event, the last 
minute changes of the venue and what have you........ Similarly RTPL 2009 hosts 
were not too far behind. The soul of RTPL 2009 was decided literally at the last 
minute, with barely 4 hours to manage the whole affair.  After much contemplation 
the venue was decided upon Laddha Farm House.  

 

  
(THE INVITATION CARD) 

 

  
(THE PLAYERS) 

 

  
(THE PUBLICITY)        (HAPPY BIRTHDAY TR. SIDHARTH) 
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Needless to say the social turned out to be a runaway hit. Keeping in mind the IPL 
teams of the day the dress code was of Chennai Super Kings and Royal 
Challengers Bangalore. The ‘Umpires’ (Anil - Vasudha, Anshul - Rashmi, Sandeep 
- Krishna and Sidharth - Shradha – HOSTS) welcomed the teams with RTPL caps 
and wrist bands for the twinklers. 
 
There was a quiz game based on the IPL and winners were Chennai Super Kings 
unlike the original. RTPL players had to throw the ball in the basket and the winner 
couple Tr. Bharat and Cr. Mridula were awarded autographed mini bats by the 
‘Umpires’. 
 

   
(THE GAME) 

 

 
(THE QUIZ) 
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(THE WINNER)   (THE CHEER LEADER) 

 
The pomp and grandeur of South Africa was very evident at the Laddha Farm 
House. 
 

 
 

SOCIAL - FELLOWSHIP WITH AVC TR. MUNSHI – 25.04.2009 
 
The meeting was followed by the social hosted by Trs. Prashant, Bharat, Mitul and 
Crs. Meghna and Mridula. The drinks and starters were served from the moment 
we stepped in for the meeting and then off course there was no looking back, till 
the wee hours at night. 
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AVC Manish formed the Buffalo Club in the meeting where all of us had to drink 
with our left hands only. If we were caught drinking with our right hand then we 
were buffaloed and had to bottom up our drink. No, names of tablers will be 
mentioned (for security reasons J)  who were buffaloed again and again. Was it 
done deliberately or out of ignorance is still a big?????? 
 

 
 

  
 

UDAIPUR INAUGRATION – 02.05.2009 
 
Tr. Pushpendra Beswal and Tr. Sudeep Galundia attended the Udaipur Lake City 
Round Table inaugration on 2nd May, 2009. It was great interacting with the Tablers 
of Udaipur. The partying that followed the inaugration was something to remember 
for a long time. 
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FELLOWSHIP T20 WORLD CUP – 12.06.2009 
 
Tablers, Circlers and Twinklers got together to watch the T20 World Cup Cricket 
Match between India and West Indies on 20th June, 2008. Tr Sudeep’s House was 
the venue for the fellowship. Round Tables were put in the garden where after 
finishing with the 24th BURT Meeting for the current year the tablers charged 
themselves up for the match between India and West Indies. The Big Screen, 
Projector and Home Theater System gave us the feel of sitting in the stadium. 
There was cheering, shouting, and swearing. We made all efforts to make India 
win but it is Cricket. In the end even though India lost we had superb fellowship 
and intend to watch the other matches of the T20 World Cup together. 
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Report by : - 
PUSHPENDRA BESWAL 
CHAIRMAN 
BURT 184 
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